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Abstract
This paper is improved version, of the talk given at 9 Photon-Photon Workshop.

The cross sections of neutral meson M production in the exclusive 77 -» MM',
yq -* Mg or semiexclusive yy -* MX processes (two or three gluon exchange)
in the semihard region 3 » jt| > 1 GeV2, /i2 « M\ < \t\ are calculated. The
relation of investigated processes to the problem of the perturbative Pomeron and
Odderon is discussed. The possibility of measurements is discussed too.
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1 Introduction ^
Below we discuss semihard difractive production of neutral mesons M or hadron system !

: , X—jet with not too large effective mass: • ,x \ '•.

| 7 7 -» Af+ Af' (1)

I ! 77 - Af + X (2)
j ' : • 77 -» X + X'yq -» Af + 9 7G -» Af + G (3)

, **{>
1 . • aa(1320),/ = /2(1270),/' = /2(1525){=
1 ' under the constraints:

« » q\ - \t\ » M2; (/* = 0.3GeV ,i = (p7 - pw) ) AfJ < \t\- (4)

The first of these inequalities means that both objects produced (meson M or jet X) are
separated strongly. They are emitted in the small angles relative to the incident photon's
motion, their energies are close to the energies of incident photons and their transverse
momentum qi is large enough in comparison with the confinement scale /i. The second
inequality (4) is valid for reactions (2),(3). It means that the hadron system X is similar
in some respects to the single particle of not too large mass. To eliminate jet X definitely
(from the random coincidences with hadrons produced at soft collisions) the value AfJ
should be markedly smaller than \t\. We assume AfJ "3> /i2 too. Really the results are

£ valid up to AfJ % |£|. For the reaction (2) with production of mesons M, consisted of
* heavy quarks ($ ,T ,x , - • •) the results are valid up to AfJ Rs \t\ + Ml1. (Here MM is the

mass of meson M, it is close to the doubled quark mass).
The cross sections of processes discussed are large enough for their detail investigation

at photon colliders. Moreover, some of these processes can be observed at modern colliders
CESR, TRISTAN, LEP.

[The condition \t\ «C a determines these processes as quasi- Regge ones. Therefore it is
natural to grade them in correspondence with the set of the t channel quantum numbers.

At the production of vector mesons Af = V = />,u>,y>,...\lF,T the vacuum quantum
j: numbers are transferred from photon to meson. The energy dependence of these pro-

cesses is determined by the Pomeranchuk singularity. At the production of tensor T or
pseudoscalar P mesons the set of quantum numbers transferred is vacuum one except
the parity. The energy dependence of these processes is determined by the singularity
which is named by Odderon. As for the process (3), both the Pomeron and Odderon are
contributed to its cross section.

The processes discussed occur at small distances (l/<jj_) <C (1//*) , i.e. nonperturbative
effects are small, and the effective QCD coupling constant a, (q\) is small too. It allows
one to use pQCD with the accuracy (m, is a quark mass):

(tfi+ "•?)/*• /»'/* (5)

The object under interest at the investigation of discussed reactions is named by
perturbative Pomeron (pP) at the production of photons and vector mesons and it is
named by the perturbative Odderon (pO) at the production of tensor or pseudoscalar
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mesons. pO and pP have the same status in QCD. Meanwhile the modern data do not
indicate unambiguous Odderon contribution to the total cross sections. The experimental
and theoretical investigation of pP and pO should help to understand the situation better
(see for this aim ref.[ll] too).

The pQCD series for the semihard processes consists two parameters: a,(q^} and
a3(q[)\n(s/q2

L). The last of them is not generally small. It results in the problem of
summation of this series to be very nontrivial. Leading logarithm approximation (LLA)
gives for the total cross sections (PP) the result which violates the Froissart bound (see
e.g.(12]). It means that the final result should be very different from one in LLA (the
LLA give the intermediate asymptotic only). Therefore the summation of entire series
becomes necessary (in the region of validity of pQCD) ' . Such a summation exhibits
the deep properties of the theory to which the first orders of pQCD can be insensitive.
Here the counter problems for the theory and experiment arise: (J) to obtain nontrivial
pQCD predictions far beyond the region described by the simplest diagrams and (jj) to
investigate the real dependences.

The investigation of semihard processes of the type discussed in the photon collisions
has a number of advantages: (») The 7 -» V transition fixes Pomeron exchange and forbids
the Odderon one, from the other hand, the 7 —» P,T transition is the unambiguous filter
for the Odderon exchange. (»») The quark structure of photon is very simple. It permits
OD̂  to get the results with the minimal set of the phenomenological parameters, (iii) The
pointlike nature of photon results in the comparatively slow decreasing of cross sections
with \t\ growth. In this case the effects due to large distance contributions appear to be
suppressed (cf.[4])- in contrast with the case of hadron collisions. (n>) The possibility to
investigate the influence of photon virtuality Q2 (at the 7e- colliders) seems to be very
attractive too.

In the lowest order of pQCD the processes (1), (2), are described by the diagrams
in Fig.l (two-quark exchange). Their contribution into the cross section da/dt decreases
as s~2 with a growth (as «"'-quark exchange-for process (3)). On the contrary, the
contribution from diagrams with the gluon exchange does not decrease with s while t
is fixed. As the final states (M or X) are colorless, the minimal number of transferred
gluons is 2. For the production of vector mesons or photons, M = V, 7 and for the
process (3) the lowest nontrivial diagrams of pQCD correspond to the 2 gluon exchange—
the diagrams in Fig.2, in which the shaded block represents the sum of diagrams in
Fig.3. For the production of pseudoscalar or tensor mesons the lowest nontrivial diagrams
of pQCD correspond to the (colorless) 3-gluon exchange (due to the difference in the
quantum numbers of photon and these mesons) - the diagrams in Fig.2,3. The modern
calculations are performed in these lowest nontrivial approximations only. (The processes
(1) were investigated in refs.[3]-[5],[18],[20],[21]. The processes (2) was investigated in
refs.[4],[5],[18],[21]. The process (3) was discussed in refs.[22]-[23].).

The effect of entire pQCD series in LLA was calculated for PP by a number of authors
(cf. refs.[12],[17] with references therein). It was found out that summation of pQCD in
LLA leads to increase of the lowest nontrivial order amplitude with the growth of \s/t\.
This increase in the rough approximation is described by factor K(s,t); at p 3> 1

K(a,(t),s/t) (p = ^ In (6)

1It is in contrast with the hard processes which can be described by a few first orders of pQCD or by
summation of some simple classes of diagrams.
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Such result was rederived recently in the paper [13].
As for PO the only preliminary estimations in LLA exist now (see ref.[14],[15]). In

accordance with these estimations the LLA result is the increasing function of p too.
Therefore one can hope that the calculations in the lowest nontrivial approximation

of pQCD give the estimation of observable cross sections. The investigation of difference
between these estimations and the reality seems to be the most important problem both
for the theory and for the experiment.

Below we describe briefly the method of calculation and then give the main results
obtained up to now.

2 The basic notations
The basic kinematical notations are given in Fig.2. We use often the CMS in which the
photon energy is E and choose the z- axis along p\. Besides

= (?!+ P2)2 = t = q2 « -q\; u = (Pl - p4)2;

(7)

Next, ei,2 = (0,ëli2,0) are the polarization vectors of the photons and e^/ = (0,eA/,0)
is the transversal polarization vector of meson (for the tensor meson - in the state with
helicity A = 1).

Besides, as usual we denote a = e2/4îr, aa = g2/4ir, Qqe is the quark charge, R =
N YIq Ql for the SU(N) color group. For the numerical calculations we use

a2 = 0.1; (8)
tide

In accordance with Fig.2 at the first stage each photon fragments into qq pair with
quarks 4 momenta qt(i — 1,2,3,4) and with quarks energies e,(~ E); quark mass is m;
the quarks of every pair move along the momentum of their "parental" photon. Their
transverse momenta are relatively small \qi±\ «C E. The total energy of each quark's pair
is E (with the accuracy ~ (m2 + qi))î £\ + £z = E, e3 + e4 = E. The relative motion of
the quark and antiquark is described by variable £ which is the ratio of the difference of
their energies to photon energy:

(9)E

The quark spinors are Ui = u(qi) and U2 = u(q2).
At the next stage the quarks of one or both pairs transfer into one or two mesons. For

the description of this stage the meson "wave function" is used (cf.[6]-[7j). The transition
of çç-pair into the meson with helicity A is described by the replacement:

/
-1

Tr(..
Tr(..
T P ( . .

-P3)
• &Mfc)
-75Pa)

for
for
far

A = O
A = I

(M =
(M =
(M =

V,T)
VyT)
P)

(10)

The production of tensor mesons with A = 2 is suppressed at least by a factor
(The traces are performed over vector and color indices).
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The constants /A/ and the wave functions ipm can be found in the review [6]; the
averaged quark charges of mesons QM are obtained from the standard quark model. It
is shown that the mesons composed of light quarks, can be produced in the states with
helicity A = O only. For these states:

/ J = 230 MeV.
A ft = Sr = 85 MeV.

/ ° = / ° = 210 MeV

= MO =1i

/„ = 133 MeV, /„ = 150 MeV, /„. = 110 MeV.

Qn = 0.38; Qn, = 0.14

From the other hand the mesons M composed of heavy quarks ($ , T, x> • • •) can be pro-
duced in the states with helicity A = I only:

<p — 6(£) for vector mesons ;
<p = ô'(£) for tensor mesons . (12)

3 The technique of calculations

3.1 Impact—representation.

The calculation of the process amplitude shown in Fig.2 by the standard methods is
difficult task due to: (t) The number of diagrams is large. (») The contributions of
separate diagrams contain large items (~ In*s\ which cancel each other. (Ui) These
contributions are not gauge invariant.

To overcome these difficulties it is useful to write the sum of standard Feynman dia-
grams in the form of impact—representation. Its accuracy is ~ t/s. It simplifies calcula-
tions dramatically in comparison with the standard ones. 2 In this method for the two
gluon exchange:

M.TT-AB - (13)

For the three gluon exchange:

Af, (14)

The impact-factor J1A (J-IB) corresponds to the upper (lower) block in Fig-2. It is s-
independent. In the cases impact- factor for the production of qq- pair can be written in

2ThIs representation was proposed in refs.[8]- -[10] for the description of QBD processes with the
semihard kinematics (one or two photon exchange). It was extended to the similar QCD processes with
two gluon exchange in red.[12],[4] and to the processes with three gluon exchange—in re<s.[5],(21].
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the form:

j\°l = û, [mflê, + (1 + 0 Qe1 + Qe1] Cu2 ; (a = 2,3)

(15)

The scalar R and transverse vector Q = (O,Q,OJ have the similar form for o = 2 and
a = 3.

For the two gluon exchange [4]:

Q =

R =

— Qu.

' + «H m2 +

1 1
i2 + (&x - q

For the three gluon exchange we denote A3 = q - A2 — k2 and [21]:

7 + (« i l «-» 92i)

(16)

9.x m

R= -
771 + ^ 1 1 ' '

+ (*.X -

1

(Â,i - < 7 I X )

(17)
« I 2

These equations are valid only if qf± ̂ > /*2. Therefore, we shall neglect the quark masses
for the description of production of mesons composed of light quarks, but keep them for
the investigation of processes with mesons composed of heavy quarks.

3.2 The impact-factors J7M'
To produce meson M, both quarks should move almost collinearly (with relative transverse
momentum < ft). In other words, their transverse momenta are related as qix/^i = 921/^2
(with accuracy ~ /*2/çx), i-e.,

Taking into account these relations we insert (10) into (15) to obtain impact-factor </7M;
for vector and tensor mesons:

+I ' '" *" for A = O
for A =

) VA/ \ At) /A/VA/VÇMVel / '
2 J \ /A/VM(0 712^t ŵ /'

For the pseudoscalar mesons:

J$ {h
O +1

^Y J %fPVP it) [ëi xQ]
- 1

(20)

The subsequent calculations are performed mainly for mesons consisting of light quarks
(the quark masses are neglected everywhere). Eq.(19) shows that these mesons can be
produced only in the state with helicity 0. The production of mesons with helicity 1 is
suppressed by factor ~ p2/t.

6
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3.3 The impact-factors of quark and gluon
Impact-representation (13,14) is valid for the photoproduction on quark or gluon with the
replacement of J^B to the corresponding impact-factor of quark. It is calculated in full
analogy with the calculation of the electron impact-factor in ref.[10]:

Here A, and Xqi are the helicities of the initial and final quarks. 3

Besides,

(21)

ofce (22)

The last equation shows that odderon does not coupled with gluons. It can be understood
easily if one taken into account the fact that odderon is C-odd form. Therefore as gluons
have the definite C-parity they can not be coupled with Odderon. (The form /abcGaGbGc

is C-even. It contribute to Pomeron.)
B

• •

It

;i '

4 React ions jq —• Mg, 7G —> MG

Let us begin from the production of tensor mesons on quarks. For the gluons and other
mesons we only present the results (see details for production on quark in refs.[4],[21]).

It is useful to introduce the dimensionless vectors f, instead of kn_:

n = (23)

Impact-factor (19) is transformed to the form:

(24)

The amplitude for the reaction -yq —> Tq is obtained by insertion of J1T and J^3' into
eq.(14):

J

nFT (f l |2,n)
(25)

The integration over fj, r2 is performed as follows: the x axis is chosen along n, the
integrals over rz ] , rx2 are performed by means of residues. The subsequent integrations
over rwi, Ty2 are elementary ones, though very laboriously. The result is

(26)

3The similar impact-factor was used e.g. in ref.[l4] for the description of 3 gluon exchange contribution
in qq scattering at t = 0.

• % ,
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The substitution of wave function (11) results in:

Ir = 5(l+7r2 /12) =9.11

The cross section is (tp is the azimuthal angle):

BT =

(27)

= MOnbGeV* (28)

In the same manner for the production of pseudoscalar mesons:

K'

i .

fe

'to

= I1. = 9.11 OB (29)

According to eq.22, both the pseudoscalar and tensor mesons could not created on
gluon.

The production cross sections of vector mesons are:

Vq = U^aa\ (fij^Qvfvh
/„ = /„, = 1.3, = 0.75 (30)

(31)

T 5 Reaction 77 —» MX

These processes are favorable for observation as their cross sections are larger than those
for 77 -» MM'.

The 77 —> MX amplitudes can be found by substitution of the impact factors J[A1M
and J71J1J into eqs.(13),(14). The main contribution arises from the region fc? ~ q\.

To obtain the corresponding cross sections one should integrate over the quark mo-
menta q3 and q4 (at the constraint q3 + q4 = P2 — q)- These cross sections decrease strongly
at qfL » q\, i.e. at Mj > \t\. Thus, the limitation M\ < \t\ in eq.(4) is obvious. (When
M\ > |t| the essential contribution to the cross section arises from diagrams of different
type, e.g., with additive production of the gluon jets by gluons).

The above integration includes the regions ^J41 < [i2, where eq.(15) for the impact
factor is invalid (but the impact representations (13),(14) are valid). Fortunately, the
contributions of these regions do not increased with \t\. On the other hand, the regions

^2 &ve a logarithmic contribution. Hence the calculations of the 77 —* MX, 77 —»
reactions can only be performed in pQCD with a logarithmic accuracy ~ 1/ln (t/fi3).

4 This fact allows to use here instead of eqs.(13),(14) a simple approximate method (with
the same accuracy)—the equivalent quark approximation (ref.[4]). In this method the
cross sections for the 77 -• Mqq reactions are the product of the 79 —» Mq, fq —» -yq

4The using of sum rules fot calculation of this quantity can improve thi? accuracy.

93,41
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cross sections by the number of the equivalent quarks dnq and antiquarks dnq (the quark
energy eq = xqE)

do'ry-.Mx — 2_/(dnq + dnq)d<r^q^s(q (32)
i

(33)
PqX

The integration over the transverse momentum of virtual quark pqx yields the number of
equivalent quarks:

n, + dnq) = ^R [(I - s,)2 + xl] dxqln ( ^ (34)

Here Mxm is the maximal value of Mx which is used to separate the process under
discussion from the background. In accordance with eq.(4) M*m should be smaller than
\t\.

In our approximation the 7g —» Mq cross sections (28)—(31) are s independent.
Therefore, one can integrate over X4 (from 0 to 1):

(35)

Substituting eqs.(28) and (35) into eq.(32), we obtain

AT = l = 4.6 x (36)

The production cross sections for other mesons are (for unpolarized particles):

dtdw
F1

Ap = 9A- = 1.6 nbGeV4, Av = 0.15 nbGeV*,

BA. = H.6 nbGeV*, An = 0.2 nbGeV4, A111 = I (37)

The cross sections for unpolarized photons integrated over the region |t| > t0 are
obtained from eqs.(36)-(37) by adding the u exchange contribution:

In particular, at RiI0

x H > *o) = O

I0 = 3GeV2 and at M^n, ~ |t|:

ssO.3n6,

0.11u6,

x « 43 p6,

- i . I . JL
x:*••"-»*~ : 9 : i r

: tTyy-rfx = 1 : 0.37 : 0.02.

ix : v-n-rx = 1 : r : T

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)
jr

V

i

1 1 .
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6 Reaction 77 —> MM'

The 77 —> AfAf amplitudes are calculated by using of eqs.(13),(14) with impact-factors
J-,M (19),(20). Their polarization dependence is given by a factor

(42)

= (ê\ê2) Asisf + [2 ( M ) (ë2n) - (êxë2)} BS{W

AfT' — Bppi = 26.8;

Brv = APp, = 10.9;
App = A1M = Aww = 1.35, A,,, = 0.86, A1n, = 0.56;

Bpp = B^ = Buu = 0.7, 5 W = 0.43, B^ = 0.26.

For the 77 —> PT reactions polarization dependence is given by factor

IPT = [ëi x B2] APT + [(E1U) [n x ê2] + (n x ê,] (ë2û)] i?P

BPT - App. (43)

These relations demonstrate strong dependence of the cross section obtained on the pho-
tons polarization.

For unpolarized photon beams one has

Ar, GMM'

dt t*

In particular, for the production of tensor mesons

(44)

T>-GTT' — 8TT Û! ota (Aj-J-/ + BfT')

The cross sections integrated over the region \t\ > to are

For example at J0 =

- I ) ( A T 2 - 4 ) >

N3

'T»-»ir* — "7T-1PP -oiaj = 1.5 pi, aj = 7.3 pb

(45)

(46)

Besides,

1 : JJ : ̂

— 1 :0.73 : 0.33

: crai}> :

: 0V/' = 1 : 0.37 : 0.33.

_ 1 . * . 2 . A . J . . JL
' 9 * 9 ' 81 ' 81 * 81

(47)

(For the production of nonidentical mesons the u contribution is taken into account too.)

ftj

I '

r,

I ; 1

TI
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7 Process 77 -+ XX'
We have no simple formulae for the process 77 —» XX' now. The detailed calculations
were given in ref.[23]. The two-gluon exchange should dominate in its description. The
double equivalent quark approximation in pure form is invalid for this process as basic
qq —> qq cross section is divergent. Nevertheless one can estimate this cross section as
(see [22])

These processes should dominate over the standard jet production at

\t/s\ 0.2

It corresponds to ~ 30 deg! They can be important at the interpretation of recent AMY
group data.

„•-*

K'
i :

8 Processes with the $, ^',... production
Let as discuss briefly the production of mesons consisted of heavy quarks. We present the
results only. For details of calculation see ref.[18].

At \t\ < 1000 GeV2 the 7 -> $ ($ ' ) transition conserves the helicity. The production
of vector mesons with helicity 0 is negligibly small in this region. In our seminar d regicu
the production of pseudoscalar mesons is suppressed.

The total cross sections are

20pb, I5pb

1.9pb

(49)

(50)

9 Processes with virtual photons

9.1 Impact - factors
The impact- factors for the virtual photon with virtuality P2 = — p\ have the different
form for transversal (T) and scalar (or longitudinal) (S) photons. For the T-photons eq.
15 is valid with some variation of forms R and Q. For the S-photon:

i

I

1

7<J9 ^ H ft

For the two gluon exchange similar to 16 :

(51)

-5u_ kx-,

fc
11
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v-t

I

(52)

For the three gluon exchange similar to 17

'¥
I !

1 ' 4

Q = JLL.

R = (-Si

— \Çix *~* 9ÎXJ v "̂J

The impact- factors J1M for the T- photon (transversal) has the form 19. For the S-
photon (scalar)

| A = O (54)

- 1

(S- photons don't produce pseudoscalar mesons, other mesons can be produced by S-
photons in the state with helicity 0 only)

9.2 The photoproduction on quark

The above amplitudes are calculated now only for the production of vector mesons. They
depends on new parameter

I*
(55)

It is useful to introduce for the description of these amplitudes the subsidiary quanti-
ties:

<H = ( 1 + 0 + ( 1 - 0 « ; "- = ( 1 - 0 + ( 1 + 0 « (56)
Amplitude for the T-photons have the same form as given in ref. [4] (see eqs. 25,26

too) with

I n — ! (57)
I o+o_l l '

For the scalar photons the corresponding amplitude can be written in the form:

12



4(1 - u) J a+a_

For the wave function of form of eq.ll this R is:

3 \±i x , 2fcv f 5 , ( l + 8tt +

V«

4U (58)

(59)

N = 3 x 104 (77 -> pX) ; 1.1 x 104(77 -> TTX);

JV = 9 x 102 (77 -» Pp) ; 9 XlO2 (77 -^ i r i r ) ; 7.3 x 102 (77 ^ ira2) ( 6 1 ) .

[AProcesses of interest can be investigated in 7e collisions (virtual photons). At 7e
colliders one can investigate dependence of processes (1), (2), (3) on the Q2—virtuality "
of photon.

WHAT AT MODERN e+c" COLLIDERS. Using for LEP, TRISTAN and CESR the
well-known values for their luminosities and energies we obtain the luminosities of 77
collisions at JÏLZ = 10 ± 2GeV for LEP, TRISTAN and JsZZ = 5 ± 1 GeV for CESR *

= 7 x 1029Cm-2*"1 for LEP; Ly1 = Tx 1028Cm-2J"1 for TRISTAN;

13

3 ' (1-u)2 ^

with z 1 1 . 1
4Ku) = ^ I n - - 2 (60)

10 Discussion "
As it is mentioned in the Introduction, our results can be compared with the experiment ;• >
directly only in the narrow range of s/t. One can hope that the real behavior of cross j
sections (1), (2), (3) differ from the results in the lowest nontrivial approximation by some {
additional factor (this factor is named K (a, (t) ,s/t), for the Pomeron (6) and $ for the i <j
Odderon). The investigation of difference between these estimations and the reality seems , i>
to be the most important problem both for the theory and the experiment. \

The detection of pions and kaons from the decay of produced mesons M is simplified by k
the fact that their production angles are not very small; they are close to the production ; i
angels of M, i.e., 0,,K « qL/E (cf.([4j)). 4 /

THE 77- COLLIDERS WITH THE REAL PHOTONS [I]- [2]. The 77- luminosity J
of these colliders should be Ly1 ~ 1033 - 1034Cm-2J"1. Therefore processes (1), (2),
(3) should give some thousand of events per hour. It will be possible to study these
processes up to transfers \t\ ~ 100 GeV2 with the admissible statistics (without some K
or $ factors). If we take into account the factor describing the Pomeron, these upper
limits for transfers can be improved. The investigation of processes (1), (2), (3) at these
colliders will be a task of great importance.

Using a intermediate value of to = 30 GeV2 in (39), (46), one gets the following values
for the number of events per year when the integral of luminosity is 10/6"1:

<
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Using these luminosities and eqs.(40),(41),(4rj),(47), one gets the following values for the
number of events per year for the processes (1),(2):5

LEP TRISTAN CESR
7077 ->pX

77 —» icX
77 -> ajX
77 -» VX
77->TTT

7 7 - » PP
7 7 -> 7ra2

2400
770
300
140
63
63
51

240
77
30
14
6.3
6.3
5.1

These quantities show the possibility to investigate our processes at these colliders.
The cross sections for production on quarks and gluons will be used for calculation of

meson production on protons for the ep collider (HERA).
We are grateful to V.L.Chernyak, A.G.Grozin, B. Nicolescu, S.L.Panfil, V.G.Serbo,

B.V.Struminsky, K.A.Ter-Martirosyan and I.R.Zhitnitsky for useful discussions. Besides,
I.F.G. is very grateful to D.Vautherin and B.Nicolescu for their kind hospitality during
visit in IPN.
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Figure captures

FIG.l. Quark exchange contribution into 77 —» MM',MX.

FIG.2. The 2 gluon (Pomeron ) exchange contribution into 77 -» MM',MX.

FIG.3. Diagrams of the virtual 7 + 2g —> q + q process.
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